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“Annual Rese
earch Meeting oof DFIS”,
January 29th 2016, Institut d’Estudis
Catalans, Barrcelona. Organ
nizers: E.
Guàrdia, D. Caalvete
“European
G
GdR Dynamo Meeting”,
M
June 27th – Julyy 1st 2016, UPC - Barcelona.
Organizers: F
F. Garcia, M. Neet, J. Sánchez Umbría
RE2016/
http://mhd.enss.fr/GDRE/GDRE
POSITIONS A
AND AWARDS
S
Javier Díez w
was nominated Commissioner of the Spanish Nucleear Safety
Council for thee next 6 years. D
During this
period he will be on leave from
m the UPC
and
his
new
conttact
is:
javier.dies@cssn.es
Cristina Maasoller has receeived the
ICREA Acadeemia 2015 awarrd and has
been nominateed as Optical S
Society of
America (OSA
A) fellow 2016.
NEW GRANT
TED PROJECT
TS
“Morfodinám
mica de costas:: interacción de patron
nes en diferentees escalas”
CTM2015-662225-C2-1-P (2016-2018).
IP: Albert Falqqués
Partners: UP
PC, ICM-CSIC Barcelona,
B
Institut Mediteerrani d'Estudis A
Avançats.
“Desenvolupaament i apliccació de
models de miòcits auricu
ulars per
investigar meecanismes que confereixen pacients un risc alt de ffibril·lació
Maraton TV3 for heeart disease
auricular” – M
IP: Blas Echebbarria
mulation of hyd
drated and
“Atomistic sim
nanoconfined
d systems, molecular
m
liquids and molten salts” FIS201566879-C2-1-P, Proyectos I+D Excelencia
2015, MINECO
O
IP: Elvira Guaardia
n crystals,
“Light and ssound waves in
structured meedia and metam
materials”
FIS2015_659998_C2-1-P, Proyyectos I+D
Excelencia 20115, MINECO.
IPs: Kestutis S
Staliunas & Josee Trull
Coordinated Prooj. with UPV, Valeencia.
“Assessment of Performancce in current ATM ooperations and
d of new
Concepts of ooperations for itts Holistic
Enhancementt” (APACHE)
SESAR Joint Undertaking
U
andd European
Comission (H22020)
IP: Xavier Praats
U
UNIVERSITAT PO
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C

RECENT PUBLICAT
P
TIONS
Jordi Jose (GA
AA) published the book “Ste-lar explosionss: Hydrodynam
mics and Nu-cleosyntesis” edited by C
CRC/Taylor &
2
Francis Press, 2015.
This book is a recent
account of stellar
pyrotechnics (e.g.,
classical novaee, type
I and II supernnovae,
X-ray bursts and
superbursts, stellar
mergers) froom a
multidisciplinaary
perspective, aat the
crossroads of computational astrrophysics, obseervational astronnomy, cosmochem
mistry and nucleear physics.

Condensed matter
m
Intermittent aaging dynamiccs in glasses
E. Pineda (G
GCM) in collaaboration withh
colleagues from
m the Tech. Unniv. of Munich,,
ESRF-The Eurropean Synchrootron and from
m
Univ. of Saarland developed a study wheree
the dynamics of metallic glaasses were ex-microscopic scaale by coherentt
plored at the m
X-ray spectrosscopy and macrroscopically byy
dynamo-mechaanical analysiss. Contrary too
the expected steady slowingg down of thee
dynamics during physical agging, this workk
shows that struuctural relaxatioons involved inn
the aging proceess are intermitttent and highlyy
heterogeneous.. This result rreflects a veryy
complex energgy landscape bbelow the glasss
transition and a distinctive type of glasss
dynamics. (Phyys. Rev. Lett. 1115, 2015).

Materials Sccience
Polymorphic phase boundaaries in piezo-electric materrials
Polymorphic phase boundarries (PPB) inn
materials have aattracted recentpiezoelectric m
ly a significantt interest, in parrticular because

of their unique propertties. The electrromechaniccal properties of materials aare
usually ddivided in intrinnsic and extrinsic.
Althoughh it is widely knnown that certaain
intrinsic pproperties of piiezoelectric matterials incrrease as PPBs are approacheed,
D.A. Och
hoa and J.E. G
Garcia (CEMAD
D),
in collabboration with tthe Ceramic annd
Glass Insstitute in Madrrid and the Norrth
Caroline State Universiity in USA, haave
shown thhat the extrinsic contribution allso
maximizees. This work demonstrates
d
thhat
the extrinnsic contributioon at a PPB m
may
have a dynamic role in piezoelectrric
materials, thereby exertting a far greatter
influencee on their funcctional propertiies
than that considered to date.
d
(Appl. Phyys.
Lett. 108,, 142901, 2016)).

Geophyysics
Does som
meone know what
w
has causeed this
intriguin
ng pattern aat the Trabu
ucador
beach (E
Ebro delta)?
This is ann aerial orthophhoto of the Trabbucador
beach, in the southern sppit of Ebro deltaa (Institut Cartoggràfic i Geològic de Catalunya).

This beacch is a barrier facing the Medditerranean Seaa to the East (riight side) and the
t Alfacs bay to the West (lleft side). Aloong the
West coaast a complex and very intrriguing
pattern m
made of sand baars and troughs can be
seen. Tyypical horizontaal and vertical length
scales aree of tens of meters and tens of cm,
respectiveely. These pattterns have beenn there
at least ffor the last 700 years: they appear,
a
evolve, disappear
d
and thhey come backk again.
F. Ribas,, A. Falqués annd D. Calvete frrom the
Coastal M
Morphodynamiccs Team (DF) toogether
with reseearchers from Netherlands,
N
U.K. and
Santander, investigates tthe dynamics off beach
morpholoogy, including this sort of paatterns.
Althoughh some progresss has been reacched in
understannding the seelf-organized coastal
morpholoogical patternss, this case oof the
Trabucaddor beach still reemains an enigm
ma and
nobody kknows its driviing mechanismss. (Reviews of G
Geophysics 53, 2015).
WW
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Biop
physics
Matthematical approaches too better
und
derstand and ttackle tubercu
ulosis
Tubeerculosis (TB) is an infectiouus disease
caussed by Mycoobacterium tubberculosis
bacilllus, that affectss the lungs and causes
c
the
highhest number off deaths worldw
wide after
AID
DS. C. Prats, D
D. López and J. Valls
(BIO
OCOM-SC) havve developed 3 different
comp
mputational agentt-based models aat different
spatiio-temporal leevels. (i) Fiirst one,
desccribing the grannuloma formatioon, shows
the key
k effect of thhe breathing ampplitude on
the lesion’s morphoology. (ii) At ppulmonary
levell, a study of the lesion’s growth dynamics
and pproliferation revvealed that the cooalescence
betw
ween them is ann essential proceess for an
activve disease develooping.

(iii) Finally, at the epidemiologicaal level, a
moddel for the TB sspreading withinn a closed
comm
munity alloweed the explorration of
popuulation heteroggeneity effects on the
epideemiological TB dynamics in a ciity. (series
of 3 papers “Math
hematical approoaches to
betteer understand & tackle tubeerculosis”
Fron
ntiers in Microbiiology, 2016).

First direct d
detection of G
Gravitationall
Waves
General Relatiivity (GR), discovered by A..
Einstein in 19115, is the relativvistic theory off
gravitational innteraction that provides
p
a uni-fied descriptioon of gravity aas a geometricc
property of spaace and time. T
The geometry iss
defined by a ““metric tensor” satisfying Ein-stein’s field equations, relaating gravity’ss
sources with a 2nd order differeential system forr
metric componnents. This theorry passed manyy
strict tests overr the years. Curiiously, one yearr
after its discovvery, Einstein reealized that GR
R
theory dictates the existence off “Gravitationall
Waves” (GW)). However, thhe experimentall
proof of this old prediction has not beenn
possible until vvery recently.
To conjecture the GW existence, Einsteinn
starts from the fact that, for veery small gravi-t metric tensoor can be treatedd
tational fields, the
as the sum of Minkowski’s metric and a
Considering Einnstein’s eqs. onn
perturbation. C
such a metric, he got that thhe perturbationss
behave as wavves (GW) proppagating in thee
space-time at light speed. G
GWs producedd
within the Solaar system are ttoo weak to bee
observed with our current tecchnology. How-ever, intense GWs
G
are generated by somee
phenomena in the
t Universe whhere very strongg
gravitational fields are involveed, such as thee
merging of twoo black holes. T
The signature onn
the GWs of suuch events can be obtained byy
numerically sollving Einstein’s equations.

Astrrophysics
Corriolis force in tthe Universe
The largest Coriolis force in the Univverse may
be aat work in rotatting white-dwarrfs at the
vergge of a thermonnuclear explosioon, giving
rise to a Type Iaa Supernova. N
Numerical
simuulations carried out by D. Gaarcía-Senz
(GA
AA) in collaborration with the Univ. of
Baseel, show that evven for moderatee spinning
velocities, the Corioolis acceleration acting on
a pieece of matter in nnuclear combustiion can be
as hiigh as aCol ~ 2**108 cm/s2, takinng over to
the outcome of the explosioon. (The
Astrrophysical Jourrnal 819, 2016)).

Ph
hD THESIS
 Jiing Yang “Ion Binding Landscapes and Molecular
D
Dynamics of Phosppholipid Membranees”.
S
Supervisor: J. Marrtí (December 20155)
de Vaca “Mappping biophysics
 Issrael Cabeza d
thhrough enhanced M
Monte Carlo techniiques.”
S
Supervisors: V. Guuallar and M. Canaless (December 2015)
 À
Àngels Fernándezz “On Cross-shorre Beach Profile
M
Morphodynamics”
S
Supervisors: D. Callvete and A. Flaques (D
(December 2015)
mplicit SPH for
 Jose António Esccartín “ISFAA:Im
asstrophysical apllicaations”.
U
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Fig. extracted froom: “Observationn of Gravitationall
Waves from a B
Binary Black Hoole Merger” B. P..
Abbott et al., Phyys. Rev. Lett. 116, 061102, 2016.
Supervisorss: D. Garcia andd E. Bravo (Januuary
2016).
 Antonia Morales “Observatiion and interpretaation
of type IIB ssupernova explosioons”
Supervisorss: J. Issern, E. de laa Rosa, N. del Carm
men
and E. Bravoo (Marzo 2016).
hat “Computer Sim
mulation of an Exccess
 Amani Tah
Proton in Aqqueous Systems”
Supervisor:: J. Martí (June 20116)
 Alessandro Barardi “Spatioteemporal Coordinaation
of Collectivee Activity in Neuroonal Ensembles”.
Supervisorss: J. Garcia and A. Pons (June 2016)

The detecction of GW iss not an easy ttask
since, aft
fter a long travvel through space,
these waaves produce very
v
small efffects
when actting on matter.. Along the yeears,
some deteectors were desiigned so that strains
in space due to an inccident GW woould
excite a solid’s resonaant frequency and
could, thuus, be amplified to detectable levvels
(e.g., resoonant cylindricaal antenna [Weeber,
1951] or resonant spheriical detectors [F
Forward, 19771]). Other detecctors were desiggned
to measurre changes in thhe distance betw
ween
the mirroors of a Laser interferometer induced byy a passing GW
W (LISA& LIIGO
projects).
The succcess on the dettection of GW has
finally arrrived with thee 2nd generationn of
LIGO dettectors. As explained in the paaper
“Observaation of Gravitaational Waves from
fr
a
Binnary
Black
Hole”
(D
DOI:
10.1103/PhhysRevLett.1160661102):“On
S
September 144, 2015 at 09:550:45 UTC the two
detectors of the Laser Intterferometer GrraviWave Observatoory simultaneouusly
tational W
observed a transient gravitational-w
wave
signal. Thhe signal sweepps upwards in frequency frrom 35 to 250 Hz
H with a peak G
GW
strain of × 10-21. It matcches the wavefo
form
predicted by general relaativity for the innspimerger of a pair of black holes and
ral and m
the ring ddown of the ressulting single bllack
hole. …. In the sourcee frame, the innitial
black holle masses are 366-4+5 M⊙ and 299-4+4
M⊙, and the final black hole mass is 622-4+4
M⊙, withh 3.0-0.5+0.5 M⊙ c2 radiated in grravitational w
waves”. (“M⊙” iss the Solar masss .
These ob
bservations arre very importtant
for severral reasons: theey demonstrate the
existence of binary stellar-mass black hole
h
systems, they are the firrst observation oof a
binary bllack hole mergeer and they connstiG
tute the first direct detection of the GW
R
Finaally,
predicted by General Relativity.
G
they havee also inaugurateed a new era of GW
astronomyy, which will eenable observatiions
of violentt astrophysical eevents that weree not
previouslyy possible to obbserve.
F. Fayos & R. Torres

 Jose C
Carlos Rivas “Devvelopment of AIN
NA code
for thee study of loss off plasma control eevents in
ITER aand DEMO, and ccontribution to thee systems
study of
o DEMO”
Supervvisor: J. Dies (Febbrero 2016)
 Albertoo Riego “Design oof the BELEN dettector for
wide ennergy range with fflat and high detecction efficiency””
Supervvisor: G. Cortes (M
Mayo 2016)
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